
Attachment K
* UNITED STATESNUCLEAR REGULATORY COMM ISSI ON

WASH INGT0N� D. C. 20555

Mr. J. H. �nttonen
Hesistarit Manaoer for Commercial Nuclear- Waste
Richiand OPerations Office
U.S. Department of Enerov
P.O. E�o� 5�C)
Richland� Wa. 9�52

Dear Mr. �nttonen:

- In a meeting among RHO (Graham, Carter and Hadley) and DOE/RL
(Mecca and Kovacs) representatives and myself in rir. Graham's
office yesterday we discussed the training for RHO personnel
relative to the provisions of i�ppendi� 7. �1r. Mecca and I
highlighted various concepts and meanings of terms contained in
�ppendix 7 for the RHO representatives. I agreed to identify the
items over which I considered there may be misunderstanding and
which should be addressed in the training sessions planned for
contractor personnel. This irs-Formation is -for RHO's (Carter's)
use in preparing the training package arid presentations. The
comments which follow reflect areas mentioned at the meetang
noted herein as well as addi ti onal areas whi ch I c�n�i d�r should
be addressed. (Re-ferences to paragraphs in the comrr�n�s which
follow are to paragraphs in �ppendix 7.)

a. DOE, DOE contractors and subcontractors upon OR request and
following specifi�d O� rhecks� (see secti on 3a of the Procedural
�greement) shal 1 provi de copi es of records of raw data. There i �
a reoLtirement in the Li te-Soecifi c Procedural s�greement that this
be accomolished (uoon reoLlest) with soecified D.� checks within �5
days of the recording of the raw data.

Raw data in this conte� t is data or information which is factual,
i.e. an observation made by a qualified observer or automatically
by a device which can record or otherwise preserve information.
Raw data is not limited to factual information about material
objects or processes, but also includes information about
people's action. For example. observations made by a qualified
auditor are raw data since the. are considered factual.

Informati on which is deduced by reason involving subjective
dcci si on making is not consi dered raw data in this context.
However, informati on deduced logically from factual information
by application of generally available procedures is similar to
ra� data in the conte>�t of �1ooendix 7, paragraph 3. For e�ainpl
plans -for testing and drawinos of conceotual ized comoonents and
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systems are not consi dared raw data However � i nformati on
:oncerri ng hvdrol o�i c potentials calculated in accordance with
come prOcCdLlrS4 e. a. q a cOmpL!ter program, and expressed as a
potenta al mao or i r� some other summarized format woLil d be
consa dared raw data, i-f the procedure was generally available to
the NRC or the public. For example, output from the HEP�DCO
pronram NOLtI d be consi dared raw data, since the information
reoresents manioul at ions of other raw data by a known and
avail able1 non-deci ci onal protocol. There is nothing
predeci 51 onal about the output of HE�DCO LISi rig avai I able raw
data. On the other hand, information deduced by specified
manioulations of other raw data by use of a procedure which is
not qenerally available--not released by the DOE--should not be
made avai lab 1 e to the OR without DOE clearance and approval.
(Only review of such information is permitted without DDE
cl earance or approval.)

The determining factor in deciding whether or not information can
be released as raw data is whether or not recipients could have
generated the same information with expenditure of some effort
considering the procedure for the data manipulation was available
to them. In this regard the intent of the the DOE/NRC agreement
is to encourage information exchange and not to occasion
unnecessary dupl i cati on o-F data evaluations. In the above
example concerning HE�IDCD. since the program is available to the
NRC1 it would be within the capability of NRC staff to evaluate
raw hydrologic data to produce the same deduced information
produced by the ENIF' personnel however, such work would be
redundant. Hence the interpretation that the output of HE�.DCO is
in-formation which can be given to the OR by contractor or
subcOntractOr staff once specified O,� checks are accomplished.

b. Records arid documents are not the same. � record is any
recorded information in any form. � document is a record which
has been signed by a cognizant person(s) indicating completion
and/or quality--official--and which will be maintained as is
without channe or destruction indefinitely or for a soeci-fied
length of time. Documents are a subset of items referred to as
records.

c. Paragraph 3 of �ppendix 7 regarding records states that

tirecords shall be available for revi ew, but not to copy or

receive copy for retention, at any stage of completion." This
means that draft documents as well as final documents, including
E� drafts and SCF' drafts can be reviewed at any stage of
completion. Paragraph 4 addresses release of the documents to
the OR for retention. Note the special status of E� and 3CR
dra-fts which can not be made public. However1 as noted above
paragraph 4 does not restrict the OR's review of drafts of the
3CR, for example, in contractor or DOE areas.

d. �ccess to records as orovided in paragraph 3 means the freedom
to review entire record files whether they be in the docLtment



control center or in contractor staff areas as working files.
�nce worka rig *fi I es and permanent *fi 2 es n�. both be pertinent to
a potential licensing decision. It is expected that DOE.
contractor and sLLbconitractor personnel will i denti -fv such records
upon recLtezt by the OR and in general assist him 2 ooi et i cal lv ± n
any desi red revi ew. 9uch noti fi cati on of a rEquest for
SiESi staFice to revl �w f 1 1 CS ShOLIl d be consi dered to automati cal lv
accornDany notification of an intent to review a particular area
of intere5t� inclLIzlng interaction v.'ith project participants, as
provided in paragraph 2.

e. Records whi cli the OR woLil d not normal 1 y have access to -for
rev� EW pLLrpOsC5 are those which have to do with personnel actions
not related to a licensing decision. Hjwever * oLialiflcatlons and
training records of personnel accomplishing work for the project
would be available for review. Records regarding income,
attendance and other personal matters; would not be available for
review. In addition records which detail company financial
status or other company proprietary information not available to
DOE by contract should not be available for review. However,
recommendations of staff to management or identification of
problems by staff, for e>�ample, internal audit observations and
findings, are records which should be made available to the OR
LL�Ofl request for review purposes. �s noted audit observations
should be given to the OR as raw data. Records of findings and
other decisional information should not be rel�i--d to the OR
without DOE approval, although revi sw is aooroori ate.

f. �iccess to areas where testing aFid other data gathering
activities or construction activitv� irclLiding drilling
activities forming part of site characterization, is ongoing
shall be provided to the OR in the same manner as those proj ect
personnel working in the area� if necessary safety/security
training has been received by the OR arid appropriate safety and
security provisions are met. This ready access is aereed to in
paragraph 7. Discussions with non-supervi sory personnel �hal 1 be
limited unless arr an�ed with DOE or acoroori ate suoervi sors in
accordance with paragraph 2. Communi cati on with personnel whi ch
is not of a technical nature, but is logistically necessary to
review the activities in any area, including pertinent current
records of the acti vi ti es� for example, 1 aboratorv notebooks or
pertinent procedures, or is pertinent to safety is appropriate
and can be accomplished without first clearing with �up�rvisory
personnel as is required for techni cal di scussions which take
significant time and could disrupt the personnel in accomplishing
their work.

The purpose of the restrictions on interactions with project
personnel identified in paragraph 2 is assure orderly
accomplishment of assigned duties and not to inhibit or abridge
eventual discussion when time oermits. In general personnel and
supervisors should attempt to accommodate the OR's technical
ouestions or discussions when they would take less then 10



minutes. Given the larQe s�ooe of the OR' a review, interaction
wi th any parti cul ar- contractor personnel wa J. 1 be ird Fil mal and the
total time involved with the OR will be inconsequential -form a
standpoint of interrupting productive effort. It should be the
objective of the training to communicate this idea to foster
cooperaticiri and openness with contractor and DOE personnel.

-F. Information, which is in DOE or contractor files and which
has been obtal ned by coreement wi th provi ders that i t remain
proprietary, is available for review, if the OR agrees in writing
on a case basis to observe the proprietary nature of the
information and conditions of the proprietary agreement would
alIciw OR review. Classified information pertinent to the
repository licensing, if any, is available to the OR for review
if his "0" clearance is sufficient to allow access. In general
information which could be made available to DOE should be made
available to the OR for review purposes.

g. Paragraph I covers attendance at meetings. This item is
intended to provide for attendance at all technical meetings
related to site characterization including those associated with
repository system design and construction, since site
characterization plans hinge on the repository design and
construction. The intent is to allow review of the process and
decision making as well as to facilitate cognizance and
understanding of pertinent facts and plans. Meetings on
techni cal matters are part of the design process. Meeti nos which
are stri ctly administrative and do not entail design in-Formation
would not normally be open to the OR unl e�s the administrative
1 S5Lte5 being discu��d w�'re relatiVe to administrative controls
called for by Oi� criteria.

Meetings which address issues related to licensing proceedings
and other interactions with the NRC are also meeti ngs, which
although not specifically addressed by �ppendix 7, will allow the
OR to appreci ate i 55L125 in this area and to identify concerns
which could potentially delay licensing. In this reoard the
current agreement to provide OR access to training sessions of
the RHO oersonnel is in the spirit of the DOE/NRC agreement to
cooperate in exchanging information and in general to facilitate
commun�cations as provided for in the first paragraph of the
Morgan/Davis Procedural agreement and under item 1, NRC On-Site
Representatives.

Psttendance at meetings concerning NRC interactions and licensing
strategy is also in the spirit of the intent to asaLtre
cooperation in the overall licensing endeavor identified in that
Procedural �greement. Restriction from such meetings could
suggest to personnel that there is an "us against them" position.
This should be avoided. The intent is to assure a smooth
licensing with minimal contention. There should be no hidden
thoughts in the strategy associated with licensino. If there are
misunderstandings these should be highlighted early -For formal



resolLttion. This is best a ornolished when strategies are being
formLtJated. Hence OR access to "technical and ii censino
strategy" meetings is important.

h. Many meetings among contractor perc.onrel or among DOE and
contractor personnel are not noticed to the OR. Hence the 24
hour advanced notification of the OR's desire to attend per
paragr-aoh I is not oossable. Notafacataon of coonizant
supervisory contractor personnel or DOE proj act peHsonnel
narti ci octing in the meeting is sufticient. If, sLtch personnel
do riot believe the meeting as appropriate -For the OR to attendq
he should be so advi sad and wi 3. 1 upon sLich advice 1 cave or not
attend the macti ng. He may raise the issue of attendance to
higher management if so desired. per the provisions of paragraph
1. However since most meet i n�s oertai n to technical issues
and/or relate to licensing, attendance should be permitted.

i. Pittendance at meetings is in the context of being an observer.
If ouestions are asked of the OR or he is requested to comment on
a particular concern, his responses are appropriate and
consistent with providing rapid feedback of information to
project personnel. However, they should be considered informal
responses and not in any way binding. He should not participate
in a meeting unless asked. �ctions which are subsequently taken
as a result of the information or concern identified by the OR
are strictly voluntary on the part of the program participant and
at no time should they be considered per the direction of the OR.
Faragraph 5 of �ppendi x 7 addresses this informal nature of the
information provided by the OR.

Si ncerel y�

F. Robert Cook
Senior On-Site Licensing
Reprasentativeq E{WIP
Di vi si on of Waste Manaoemant
Office of N��clear Material Safety

and Safeguards

r:op y to:
R. Carter
3. Mecca
3. Oraham



Attachment L
-,'

NOV 18 19S�

TO: J. H. /�rttonen, AMC

TH�U: &&�. Heating, BWI
0. L. Olson, AMC

FRV�: -tecca, E�'I

CON>:ENTS ON NRC OXSJTE REPRESENTATIVE'S LETTER OF OCTOBER 30, 1986

We do not agree with the attached NRC (F. Cook) letter, and believe he has
once again attempted to stretch his interpretation of Appendix 7 way beyond
its intent. The problems with his letter and interpretations are as follows:

1. There is an implicit suQcestion that sbraw data" should
be provided to the Onsite Representative (OR) of NRC on
a regular basis whether it has been requested or not.
This is not true, and the necessity of a request should
be noted. We, on the other hand, do agree, we need to
turn this data within 45 days.

2. The definition of "raw data" to include "information
deduced logically fror� factual information" is an
illogical extension of tne definition. We would then
have to define what is meant by logic. The letter
defines this as a deduction which is proceduralized by
a process which has been made available to the NRC or
the public. The aroun�ent is stretching NRC logic to
include a new ranae of information at a level of�in-
terpretation higher than simply "raw data."

3. There is a suggestion that the OR should have access to
internal audit observations. We do not concur that
Appendix 7 requires the definition of "raw data" to be
expanded in this regard. The OR has no audit res-
ponsibilities for one thing, and audit observations are
not as "factual" as the letter suc�ests. Audit ob-
servations (let alone findings) are often subject to _

differences of opinion.

4. The OR's definition of a "record" is poor and is not
agreed to.

5. We wholly disagree over access to working files on
"automatic notification" of an area for review.
"Working files" should be defined and are not
available. We would not consider them to include,
however, rough drafts on PC or PC files for example.
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6. Paragraph f on the third page of the OR letter must
have some material ownited in error from the look of
last rambling sentence.

7. In discussing meetings the OR letter provides a large
expansion to the Appendix 7 scope by including (pen-
ultimate paragraoh on the fourth page) for attendance
at meetincs "related to licensing proceedings and
other interactions with NRC. The following paragraph
continues a misleading portrayal of licensing
proceedings to justify this extension. However,
licensing and NRC interactions are established as
adversarial proceedings. It would be totally
inappropriate to include the OR in meetings to
discuss how to deal with NRC.

8. The last sentence of paragraph h on the last page of
the letter also attempts to expand Appendix 7 to in-
clude everything since it notes that "since most
meetings pertain to technical issues and/or relate to
licensing, attendance should be permitted." This is
not a logical extension of the provisions of the
Appendix 7 agreement.

Although I cannot agree with the OR letter, I believe that the training should
co forward at Rockwell and that the OR, Mr. Carter and I have one more session
to discuss both his letter and our above concerns.

I further suggest that if the NRC believes in the OR's letter, that he take it
up further with Mr. Browning and reopen Appendix 7 negoti�tions.

BWI :JEM

Attachment

cc: 0. Keating, BWI
0. Olson, AMC
3. Graham, RHO
R. Carter, RHO
R. Carosino, 0CC
0. Comins Rick, 0CC
0. Kovacs, BWI


